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Quality is one of the most important aspects for any company and this doesnâ€™t only apply to their
product range but its packaging too. Holmes Mann supplies SIAT Packaging Machines that meet
the business needs of the manufacturers. Machines available at this website use latest technology
in the sector. There are various dimensions and specifications of machines whether it is SIAT Case
Sealers, SIAT Case Erectors or any other packaging machine. Most of the SIAT Packaging
Machines are easy to operate and they do not require much training. While most of the machines
are automatic others are semi-automatic. So, there are minimum efforts required by the employees.
As SIAT Packaging Machines available at Holmes Mann use latest technology, thus production
rates surely go up. When you are able to get a product out into the market quickly it will definitely
benefit product sales.

Holmes Mann has been in the packing industry for more than a century now. They understand what
manufacturers want from a packaging machine supplier. They have loaded their inventory with the
latest line of SIAT Packaging Machines. SIAT is one of the topmost packaging machine
manufacturers. They have an enviable track record. This is the reason Holmes Mann trusts none
other than SIAT Packaging Machines. Moreover, Holmes Mann provides best deals on their range
of SIAT Packaging Machines. They value long term relations, thus best possible prices is what you
get from this reputed store.

There are various choices in terms of SIAT machines at Holmes Mann. Some of the machines they
deal with are SIAT Case Erectors, stretch wrappers and case sealers. Again, within these broad
sections there are various models on offer. You can read through the specifications before making a
purchase decision. There are experts at Holmes Mann who deal with the SIAT machines day in and
day out. They will be able to provide a good guidance if you are undecided on which model to opt
for. This is a part of Holmes Mannâ€™s free advisory service. 

Most stores would provide you great before sales services, but leave your hand after sales. Holmes
Mann is different from the rest in this regard. They offer equally helpful after sales services. This is
where they beat all their competitors. They care about each and every customer and go to great
heights to make them happy. Holmes Mann provides free service to all the customers. If there are
any servicing requirements for your SIAT packaging machine within the first six months of purchase
Holmes Mann will do it for free. The service includes SIAT spare parts with warranty. There are no
charges for engineerâ€™s on-site time or travel time. Customers will have to simply pay for the mileage
covered from Holmes Mann service centre to the company location. This service also includes an
on-site visit by Holmes Mannâ€™s experienced engineers six months after your machine has been
bought. The engineer will perform thorough checking of your SIAT Packaging Machines. If there are
any repairs needed it will be done there and then. If some guaranteed spare parts are
malfunctioning those will be changed too.

Holmes Mann cares about their customers and extends help whenever they are in need.
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Holmes Mann is one of the leading suppliers of a SIAT packaging machines in UK. They have
various types of machines. The company offers helpful after sales services to their customers.
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